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APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING MEDICAL
LINES

can cause added anxiety, distress and concern for the families

regarding con?dence in the safety and effectiveness of the
care being provided to their loved one.

FIELD
SUMMARY
The present disclosure relates to an apparatus for use With

medical lines for patients.

Described herein are embodiments of an apparatus for

holding and organiZing medical lines for a patient. In some
embodiments, a line holder comprises a sheet of material
having a plurality of creases in the sheet of material that
extend betWeen tWo opposing side edges of the sheet of

BACKGROUND

In various healthcare settings, patients lying on a bed often
have several medical lines attached to their body for various
purposes, such as IV drips, electrical monitors, catheters, etc.

material and de?ne a plurality of sheet panels separated by the
creases. The creases are foldable in alternating opposite

Management of these medical lines has historically been
dif?cult and time intensive for healthcare professionals. In

directions such that the sheet of material is capable of being
folded along the creases betWeen an open con?guration and a

recent years, the number of these medical lines used per

pleated con?guration. The line holder further comprises a
plurality of aligned groups of holes in the sheet of material

patient has increased, especially With certain populations of
critically ill patients. HoWever, no effective solution for

addressing this problem has been developed.
The medical lines often get tangled, tWisted, knotted, etc.

20

as the patient moves around, the sources of the lines move

around, lines are disconnected and reconnected, and neW
lines are added. This often results in a tangled, disorganiZed
“rat’s nest” of lines adjacent to the patient. FIG. 1 shoWs a

mild example of this, though much more tangled, disorga

25

This problem presents major and complex challenges for

holes. When the sheet of material is in the pleated con?gura
tion, the slots are aligned to form pathWays extending from
the intersected creases to the corridors, such that the pathWays

healthcare professionals, such as patient safety, establishment
and maintenance of line order, patient mobility, patient trans
30

and visual distress.

The propensity for line tangling increases as the number of

lines increases. Many lines include multiple injection ports.
35

and expands the chaotic jumble of tubings. Patients coming
from the operating room very often have multiple lines that
have become tangled in part due to the movement from the
operating table to the bed. This also applies to critically ill

patient transports to intra-hospital departments such as imag

40

transfers via helicopter or ambulance.
This all creates an extreme burden on the healthcare team,

a respective one of the aligned groups of holes. The remov
able indicators can comprise peel-off tabs that are color coded
With tracks in the line holder and can be Written upon.
In some embodiments, the line holder can be con?gured to
be curved or arched, so as to route medical lines around a

especially RNs, for providing a constant environment of

45 corner or over an obstacle, or to take up excess line length.

Some embodiments of the line holder comprise multiple
tracks, With the tracks being coupled to respective medical

the OR to the ICU, such as With post cardiac surgery patients,
it is typical for nurses to spend 30-60 minutes in identifying,
checking, and detangling lines. It is critical for nurses to be
able to have the constant knowledge of Which medications are

running through Which lines, etc. Further, each shift of nurses

inserted into a corridor, the line holder locks the medical line
into the corridor.
In some embodiments, the line holder further comprises
removable indicators coupled to the sheet of material, each of

the removable indicators comprising indicia corresponding to

ing services (CT, MRI), angiography, and other inter-hospital

safety. In many cases, such as upon a return of a patient from

are con?gured to alloW medical lines to be inserted into the
corridors.
In some embodiments, When the line holder resiliently

expands from the pleated con?guration With a medical line

Many of the IV tubings connect into the same central line,
Which With any movement or transfer of the patient creates

pleated con?guration, each aligned group of holes forms a
corridor through the plurality of panels. The line holder fur
ther comprises a plurality of slots in the sheet of material, each
connecting a pair of the holes of one of the aligned group of
holes and intersecting one of the creases betWeen the pair of

niZed rat’s nests often occur.

fers, system mobility, physical interferences, time utiliZation,

that are arranged along a direction substantially transverse to
the creases, With each aligned group of holes comprising one
hole in each of the panels. When the sheet of material is in the

lines at three or more intermediate points located betWeen an

origin and a patient attachment point. Each intermediate point
50

corresponds to a different opening in the line holder, and the

must be able to validate the individual medication drips,

medical lines are held substantially parallel to one another

injection ports, tubings, pressure lines, transducers, etc. It is

betWeen the intermediate points.
Exemplary methods disclosed herein comprise: compress
ing a line organiZer into a pleated con?guration; resiliently

standard for patient safety to be able to folloW each line from
start to ?nishifrom patient to pump, bag, monitor, etc. Ulti

mately, this requires additional commitment of time each

55

deforming aligned slots in the line organiZer; inserting medi

shift to detangle, validate, and recreate an environment of

cal lines through the deformed aligned slots and into a series

order, albeit temporary.

of substantially parallel tracks in the line organizer; and
expanding the line organiZer from the pleated con?guration to

In addition, critically ill patients are often turned in bed
every tWo hours and lines easily tangle With turning. Some

patients Will still have multiple lines, but have improved

60

enough to be able to sit on the edge of the bed or up in a chair
at bedside. this movement of the patient can easily create

openings connected in pairs by the slots, and compressing the
line organiZer into the pleated con?guration comprises fold

actual and visual disarray and disorder of the lines, despite
attempts by nurses to maintain order.

Furthermore, families of patients experience a burden of

an expanded con?guration to lock the medical lines Within the
tracks of the line organiZer at three or more spaced apart
locations.
In some of these methods, the tracks comprise a series of

65

ing a sheet of material in alternating opposite directions along

stress and anxiety having their loved ones in a critical care

a series of parallel creases to position the series of openings in

unit. The visual disarray of the “rat’s nest” of medical lines

a substantially coaxial alignment.

US 8,679,065 B2
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In some methods, resiliently deforming the aligned slots

The terms “lines” and “medical lines” are to be construed
broadly and include a Wide array of lines used across various

comprises bending opposing portions of the line organizer

healthcare ?elds, including medical, dental, veterinary, and

adjacent to the aligned slots in opposite directions to increase
the Width of the aligned slots.
In some methods, expanding the line organizer to the

related ?elds.
In FIG. 2, the patient 14 is lying on a bed 16 and three
holders 10 are utilized to organize the medical lines 12 into
three groups of lines, each routed from the patient over a
different comer of the bed 16. In comparison to the “rat’s
nest” of FIG. 1, the lines 12 are much more organized and
con?ned in FIG. 2. Routing the lines 12 over the comers of the

expanded con?guration comprises releasing compressive
pressure on the line organizer and alloWing the line organizer
to resiliently unfold along the creases.
Some of these methods further comprise: removing a tab
from the line organizer, the tab comprising indicia correlating
the tab With one of the tracks; and attaching the tab to the
medical line that is positioned in the track indicated by the

bed 16 can also alloW the Work areas 18 at the sides ofthe bed

to remain clear. FIG. 2 represents just an example of hoW the
line holder 10 can be used to organize and manage medical

tab, the tab being attached to the medical line at a location

lines 12, as any number of line holders can be used in any
desirable con?guration. For example, tWo or more line hold
ers 10 can be used along the same line 12 or group of lines.

spaced from the line organizer.
The foregoing and other objects, features, and advantages
of the invention Will become more apparent from the folloW

ing detailed description, Which proceeds With reference to the

accompanying ?gures.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shoWs a patient having multiple medical lines
attached to his body, the lines being disorganized.
FIG. 2 shoWs a patient having multiple medical lines
attached to his body, the lines being organized With exem
plary line holders.

20

With a patient lying on a bed in FIG. 2, the line holder 10 can
be used in various other healthcare settings, such as With a

patient sitting, standing or Walking, in an ambulance or heli
25 copter, and/ or on a gumey or a backboard. Furthermore, the

line holder 10 can be used in various healthcare settings, such
as medicine, dentistry, etc.

FIG. 3 is a plan vieW of an exemplary line holder in a

?attened con?guration.
FIG. 4A is a perspective vieW of the line holder of FIG. 3 in
an open con?guration With a medical line engaged With the
line holder.
FIG. 4B is a perspective vieW of the line holder of FIG. 3 in

30

ily, reducing Workload and stress for healthcare providers,
35

line holder, shoWing a peel-off tab corresponding to the
engaged medical line.
FIGS. 6-8 shoW exemplary line holders in curved or arched

con?gurations and engaged With medical lines.

Additional advantages and bene?ts of utilizing the line
holder 10 can include avoiding putting the Wrong drug in the
Wrong line, identifying air bubbles in the lines, creating a
more visually pleasing appearance for patients and their fam
providing increased access to the patient, reducing the load on

a pleated con?guration With several medical lines engaged
With the line holder.
FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW of the line holder of FIG. 3 in
an open con?guration With a medical line engaged With the

Further, each line holder 10 can be of any length.
Use of the line holders 10 to organize medical lines can
simplify and expedite identi?cation of lines and the task of
folloWing each line from end to end, as Well as increase safety
and con?dence. Although the line holder 10 is shoWn in use

40

the patient caused by the Weight of the lines, improving
hygiene, increasing the mobility of the patient and the system,
reducing the time and complexity of adding and removing
lines, increasing the stability of pumps and bags attached to
the lines, reducing the chance of lines pulling out of the
patient, and avoiding kinks and knots in the lines. Further
more, the line holder 10 can be lightWeight, Waterproof,

cheap and disposable, and aesthetically pleasing. The line
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In this disclosure, the terms “a”, “an” and “at least one”
encompass one or more of the speci?ed elements. That is, if
tWo of a particular element are present, one of these elements

45

is also present and thus “an” element is present. The phrase
“and/or” means “and”, “or” and both “and” and “or”. Further,

the term “coupled” generally means electrically, electromag
netically, and/or physically (e.g., mechanically or chemi

such that each line can be more easily traced across the line

holder, especially if the line holder is particularly long.
50

cally) coupled or linked and does not exclude the presence of
intermediate elements betWeen the coupled or associated

items absent speci?c contrary language. Unless speci?cally
stated otherWise, processes and methods described herein can

be performed in any order and in any combination, including

holder 1 0 can be laminated (multi-layered), coated With drugs
or other chemicals, sticky, skid-free, and can comprise a
variety of other materials. In addition, as shoWn in FIG. 4A,
segments of the medical lines 12 that are engaged With the
line holder 10 are visible along the length of the line holder

55

With other processes and/ or method acts not speci?cally
described. The exemplary embodiments disclosed herein are

As shoWn in FIGS. 2-4, the line holder 10 comprises a thin,
foldable sheet of material With a plurality of openings for
engaging medical lines 12. The sheet comprises a plurality of
creases 20 extending betWeen tWo opposing side edges 24,
26. In some embodiments, the sheet can comprise at least tWo
creases, at least three creases, at least four creases, and/or at
least ?ve creases. The creases 20 de?ne a plurality of sheet
panels 28 that are separated by the creases. In some embodi

ments, the line holder can comprise at least three, at least four,

only preferred examples of the invention and should not be

at least ?ve, and/or at least six panels 28. The creases 20 are

taken as limiting the scope of the invention.

foldable in alternating opposite directions such that the sheet
is capable of being folded along the creases 20 betWeen an
open con?guration and a pleated con?guration. The pleated
con?guration is de?ned as substantially the con?guration
shoWn in FIG. 4B, With the panels 28 being compressed

Described herein are embodiments of a line holder 10 for

60

organizing medical lines. One embodiment of a line holder 1 0
is shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3. As shoWn in FIG. 2, one or more
line holders 10 can be used to organize medical lines 12
attached to a patient 14. The medical lines 12 can comprise a

variety of different types of lines, such as tubes, Wires, cords,

catheters, etc., each having different diameters, materials,
?exibilities, colors, transparencies, lengths, and purposes.

together side-by-side in “accordion pleats” or slightly spaced
65

apart from a fully pleated state. The open con?guration is
de?ned as an expanded con?guration ranging from being

expanded slightly from the pleated con?guration shoWn in

US 8,679,065 B2
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FIG. 4B to being fully expanded to a substantially ?at con
?guration shown in FIG. 3. FIG. 4A shows an example of an
intermediate open con?guration of the line holder when
engaged with medical lines 12.
In the illustrated embodiments, the creases 20 are spaced

pressed to the pleated con?guration in order to insert medical
lines 12 into the corridors 36 of each track 30, and then the

apart at equal intervals along the length of the line holder
(when laid ?at as in FIG. 3) such that the panels 28 between

deform to some extent when folded about the creases 20, such

line holder can be freed from compressive force and allowed

to resiliently expand back toward the ?attened con?guration.
In other embodiments, the sheet of material can plastically
that manual force is used to expand the line holder from the

pleated con?guration.

the creases 20 are of equal length. In other embodiments, the
creases 20 can be spaced apart at non-equal intervals along
the length of the line holder such that the panels 28 are not all
the same siZe. In such embodiments, when the line holder is in
the pleated con?guration, some of the panels 28 can have
different heights and can protrude above the other panels. For
example, one pair of panels on either end of the line holder
and one pair of intermediate panels can be taller than the other

In either case, due to the presence of the medical lines 12 in
the holes 32, the line holder 10 can only expand to a partially
open con?guration short of the ?attened con?guration. As the
line holder 10 expands, the panels 28 pivot from a substan

tially parallel, side-by-side orientation, as shown in FIG. 4B,
to an oblique orientation, as shown in FIG. 4A. While the

panels pivot, the holes 32 also pivot, causing the effective

panels, such that the three panel pairs extend above the others.

height of the holes 32 (i.e., the dimension of the holes per
pendicular to the axial direction of the medical lines 12) to
decrease. When the effective height of a hole 32 is about equal
to the diameter of the medical line, the medical line 12 physi

In such an embodiment, medical lines 12 can be supported by

only those three raised panel pairs, and can be positioned
above the other panels. Further, some medical lines can be

supported by only the three raised panel pairs, while other

20

cally impedes further pivoting of the panel 28, inhibiting the

medical lines can run through all the panels at a lower level.

expansion of the line holder 10. This physical contact

As shown in FIG. 3, the line holder 10 further comprises a

between the holes 32 and the lines 12 can create frictional

plurality of tracks 30, each comprising an aligned group of

resistance in the axial direction of the lines, thus inhibiting the

holes 32 for engaging medical lines 12. The line holder 10 can
comprise any number of tracks 30, such as at least two, at least
three, at least four, at least ?ve, at least six, at least seven,
and/ or at least eight tracks 30. The tracks 30 can be arranged
substantially parallel to one another along a length of the line
holder 10. Each track 30 preferably includes one hole 32 in

each of the panels 28. The holes 32 can be arranged in pairs,
with each pair of holes being in two adjacent panels 28. In
some embodiments, not all of the holes are paired with
another hole in the track 30. For example, the line holder can

lines 12 from sliding axially along the tracks. Furthermore,
25

margin con?guration to allow variation in line mobility.
30

have a single hole 32 in one or both end panels 28 that is not

paired with another hole 32.
The line holder 10 further comprises a plurality of slots 34.
The slots 34 can have a substantial width forming openings in
the sheet of material, or the slots 34 can comprise mere slits in
the sheet of material such that material edges on opposite
sides of the slots are touching or nearly touching each other.
Each slot 34 connects a pair of the holes 32 in one of the tracks
30. Each slot 34 extends between a pair of holes 32 and

35
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along the slot 34 and greater width at the hole(s) 32. Each
track 30 can comprise at least two or at least three of these

engagement portions.
When the line holder 10 is in the pleated con?guration, as
shown in FIG. 4B, each aligned group of holes 32 in each
track 30 forms a corridor 36 through the panels. In some
embodiments, the aligned holes 32 can be coaxial and/ or the
corridors 36 can be cylindrical when the line holder is in the

In order to insert a medical line 12 through the pathways 38
and into the corridors 36 when the line holder is in the pleated

con?guration, the pathways 38 can be con?gured to tempo
rarily expand in width to at least the diameter of the respective
medical line 12. In the pleated con?guration, the panels 28 are
arranged side-by-side, such that all the panels can be bent or
deformed in the same way at the same time. Once the medical

intersects one of the creases 20. Every other crease 20 can be
a crease that is intersected by slots 34, and such creases are

herein termed intersected creases 22. Each slot 34 and respec
tive single hole 32 or pair of holes 32 can form a contiguous
opening, or engagement portion, that has a narrower width

different tracks 30 in the line holder 10 can comprise different
siZed holes 32, in order to accommodate different diameter
medical lines 12. The holes 32 can be circular, ovular, ellip
tical, etc., and can have a smooth, brushed, serrated, or other

50

line enters the corridor 36, the pathway 38 can return to its
natural, smaller width to retain the medical line within the
holes 32. To facilitate this process, the material adjacent to the
pathways 38 can be at least partially elastic. In one exemplary
process, a person can grip the two opposing sides of a given
pathway 38 and bend them apart in opposite directions to
widen the pathway, then insert a medical line 12 into the
corridor 36, then release the two opposing sides to resiliently
close back together. In another exemplary process, a person
can forcibly press a medical line 12 against the slots 34 of a
pathway 38 to force the pathway to widen and allow the
medical line to slide through the pathway and into the corridor
36. Medical lines 12 can be removed from the line holder 10
when the line holder is in the pleated con?guration in the
same ways the medical lines can be inserted.

When the line holder is in an expanded con?guration, the
panels no longer are arranged side-by-side as they are in the
55

pleated con?guration. Instead, each panel is oriented at an
angle relative to its adjacent panels. Because the panels are no

pleated con?guration. Further, in the pleated con?guration,

longer oriented substantially parallel and side-by-side, they

the slots 34 are substantially aligned to form open pathways

can no longer be bent or deformed as easily. In particular, in
the open con?guration the slots 34 are more resistant to sepa

38 extending from the intersected creases 22 to the corridors
36. The pathways 38 are con?gured to allow medical lines 12
to be inserted through the pathways and into the corridors 36.
In some embodiments, the sheet of material can comprise

60

elastically resilient and/or elastically deformable material,

rating apart to allow entry and removal of medical lines 12
from the holes 32. The medical lines 12 thus become
mechanically locked into the holes 32 when the line holder
expands to an open con?guration. In some embodiments, the

such as a polymeric material. In some of these embodiments,

line holder 10 can lock a medical line at least three, at least

the line holder 10 can intrinsically expand to a substantially
?attened, open con?guration when no medical lines 12 are

four, or at least six spaced apart locations along a length of the

engaged and the line holder is free from outside compressive

line. The medical lines also become physically gripped by the
rotation of the holes 32, resisting axial sliding of the lines

forces. In these embodiments, the line holder 10 can be com

relative to the line holder.

65
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In some embodiments, based on the rigidity of the sheet

on the lines 12 and therefore be less likely to pull a line out of

material and the shape of the holes 32 and slots 34, the lines

line holder is in the open locked con?guration. For example,

the patient and/or create discomfort for the patient. In other
embodiments, the line holder 12 can comprises heavier mate
rial and/ or include Weights in order to create a “paper Weight”

in a situation Where a patient yanks on a medical line With a

type line holder that anchors the medical lines at a surface,

12 can be forcibly pulled out of the line holder even When the

strong force, the line holder 10 can be con?gured to release
the medical line 12 to reduce the chance that the line is pulled
out of or off of the patient. This can also prevent transfer of the

such as at a comer of the bed 16. In some embodiments, the

line holder can be con?gured to be coupled, such as releas
ably attached, to a surface to anchor the lines 12.
The line holder 10 can be a disposable product, such that
one line holder is used for only one patient and/or more than
one line holder can be used for the same patient in a dispos
able manner. The line holder 10 can further be recyclable. In

yanking force to other lines engaged by the line holder. In
other embodiments, the line holder can be more rigid, such as
made of metal or With narrower slots 34, such that the lines 12
are more securely locked into place When the line holder is in

the open locked con?guration.

some embodiments, the line holder can be more robust and

The material and thickness of the line holder can be
selected such that it has a desired rigidity. The line holder is
preferably not too ?imsy like tissue paper, as it needs to

con?gured to be cleaned and reused. For example, some
embodiments can be reused for multiple patients and/or more
than once for the same patient.
In some embodiments, the line holder 10 can comprise
color coded tracks 30 such that each of the tracks 30 has a
different color. The color coded tracks 30 can be continuous

Withstand a hospital environment and repeated handling and
it needs to be robust enough to hold medical lines in place.
The line holder is also preferably not so rigid that is unbend
able Without application of considerable force, as might be
the case With relatively thick metal material. Preferably, the
line holder is sturdy and robust, yet resilient enough to sup
port medical lines Without substantially ?attening or releas
ing and to ?ex to alloW insertion of lines in the slots.
The line holder 10 can be repeatedly compressed and
expanded, such as to repeatedly insert and remove medical
lines 12. For example, the line holder 10 canbe compressed to
the pleated con?guration a ?rst time in order to insert one or
more medical lines, then expanded to the open con?guration
to lock in the lines and hold them in substantially parallel

20

same color. In some embodiments, other indicators can be

used to distinguish each track 30 from one another, such as
25

patterns or symbols. In these embodiments, each particular

track 30, With its unique identifying color, pattern, symbol,
etc., can correspond to a particular type of medical line, or a
particular feature of that track. For example, a red track can be
designed for use With a speci?c red medical line, or a red track
30

tracks at spaced apart contact points along each track. The line
holder 10 can then be compressed back to the pleated con
?guration in order to remove one or more of the lines 12, add

can indicate that the holes 32 of that track are of a particular
siZe or shape.
In some embodiments, the line holder 10 can comprise one
or more removable indicators coupled to the sheet of material,

With each of the removable indicators comprising indicia

one or more additional lines, and/or move one or more of the

lines from one track 30 to another track. The line holder 10
can then be re-expanded to the open con?guration to lock the

or dashed. Each track 30 can comprise plurality of color
portions that have the same color. For example, each of the
rectangular portions 50 of the track 30 in FIG. 5 can have the
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corresponding to a respective one of the tracks 30. For
example, as shoWn in FIG. 5, the removable indicators 52 can

comprise peel-off tabs that are marked With colors and/or

lines, and the process can be repeated any number of times.

Thus, the line holder 10 is adapted to repeatedly reorganize

symbols that identify the type of medical line 12 engaged in

the lines 12 as the patient moves and/or the lines need to be

the track 30. The indicators 52 can also be Written on. In the

replaced, realigned, untangled, etc.

40

example shoWn, the peel-off tabs 52 are marked With

The line holder 10 can be Waterproof or impervious to
liquids, such as Water and blood, so that the line holder main

“Lidocaine” to indicate that the medical line 12 in track 30 is

tains its integrity in various medical environments. The line
holder can be comprised of a material that is inherently imper

FIG. 5 further comprises a coloring or pattern that matches

vious to ?uids, such as a polymeric or metallic material, or the

for conducting lidocaine to the patient. The peel-off tab 52 in
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line holder can be impregnated, laminated, and/or coated With
a material to make it impervious to liquids. The line holder 10

the coloring or pattern of the rectangular portions 50 of track
30. In the embodiment shoWn, the peel-off tab 52 is coupled
to an end panel 28, While in other embodiments, removable
indicators can be coupled to the sheet at other locations.

can further comprise a variety of other materials to serve

Furthermore, in other embodiments, the removable indicators

purposes other than liquid resistance. For example, the line

can comprise tear off portions of the sheet or portions of the
line holder that are removably attachable to the sheet With any

holder can be coated With drugs or other substances. In one

50

embodiment, the line holder can be coated With antimicrobial

knoWn releasably attachable mechanism.

agents, such as metal or alloy-based agents (e. g., silver-,
copper-, or Zinc-based compounds), antimicrobial peptides,
antibiotics (e. g., minocycline or nitrofuraZone), and/or

the peel-off tabs 52, can be coupled to the corresponding

chemical compounds.

In some embodiments, the removable indicators, such as

55

Because the line holder 10 can comprise a thin sheet of

material, it can be very lightWeight, cheaply manufactured,

medical line 12 at a location spaced apart from the line holder
10. For example, in the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 5, the
peel-off tab 54 shoWn represents the tab 52 after it has been
removed from the sheet and applied around the medical line

and/ or disposable. For example, the line holder 10 can com

12. The tab 54 can be adhesively attachable, mechanically

prise a sheet of polymeric material that is die-cut to impart the
creases 28, holes 32 and slots 34, and optionally printed as

attachable, or otherWise attachable to the medical line 12. The
60

Weight, the line holder 10 does not Weigh doWn the medical
lines 12 and can “?oat” in space along With the lines rather
than needing to rest on a surface. In other embodiments, the
line holder 10 can be con?gured to rest on a surface. The light

Weight of the line holder 10 can further reduce pulling forces

tab 54 can be attached to the medical line 12 at a location

adjacent to the patient 14 at an insertion point, or the tab 54
can be attached to the line 12 adjacent to a pump, bag, monitor
or other end portion aWay from the patient. In some embodi

desired. Such an embodiment can Weigh only a feW grams and
can cost only a feW pennies to manufacture. Due to the light

ments, the line holder 10 can comprise tWo or more remov
65

able indicators 52 for each track 30, such that one can be

attached to the line 12 adjacent the patient and the other can be
attached to the line at the opposite end. For example, one tab
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geries, burn patients or patients With loss of skin, patients in
the operating room prior to surgery, patients in the ICU, ER

can be marked “up stream” While the other is marked “doWn
stream”, or the tabs can be marked “patient” and “pump”, or
other marking schemes can be used to differentiate the oppo
site ends of the lines 12. Marking the lines 12 With the remov

patients, and patients being transported betWeen different
facilities.
In vieW of the many possible embodiments to Which the

able indicators can simplify and speed the process of tracing

principles of the disclosed invention may be applied, it should
be recogniZed that the illustrated embodiments are only pre
ferred examples of the invention and should not be taken as
limiting the scope of the invention. Rather, the scope of the
invention is de?ned by the folloWing claims. We therefore

a line from the patient, through the line holder, and to a pump,
bag, etc., as Well as help identify the purpose of the line.
FIGS. 6-8 shoW embodiments of the line holder 10 that are

con?gured to route medical lines 12 in non-linear paths, such
as to route the lines around corners, over obstacles, or to take

up excess line length.
In some embodiments, such as FIG. 6, the line holder 10
can be foldable into a curved con?guration With the panels 28
compressed together to a ?rst extent on the ?rst side 24 of the
sheet and the panels compressed together to a lesser extent on
the second side 26 of the sheet. By compressing one side of
the line holder more than the opposite side, the tracks 30 form
a curved path through the line holder. This enables the line

holder to hold medical lines 12 in curved paths. Multiple lines
12 can be held in generally parallel, or concentric, curved
paths through the line holder, as shoWn in FIG. 6. To keep the

claim as our invention all that comes Within the scope and

spirit of these claims.
We claim:

1. A line holder for organiZing multiple elongate medical
lines for a patient, the line holder comprising:
a sheet of foldable material;
a plurality of creases in the sheet of material, the creases

extending betWeen tWo opposing side edges of the sheet
of material and de?ning a plurality of sheet panels sepa
20

nating opposite directions such that the sheet of material
is capable of being folded along the creases betWeen an
open con?guration in Which the panels are spaced from

side 24 more compressed than the side 26, a clip or other
mechanism can be attached to the side 24. In some embodi
ments, the creases 20 in the sheet of material can be pre
formed such that the line holder 10 naturally assumes a

25

curved con?guration similar to that shoWn in FIG. 7 When
As shoWn in FIG. 7, the line holder 10 can also be con?g
ured to be curved or arched in other manners, such as curved
30

leg, the edge of a bed, or a bed side rail. In these embodiments,
at least some of the intersected creases 22 are folded to a
35

ther, in these embodiments, each of the creases 20, 22 can
have a substantially consistent fold angle betWeen the ?rst
and second sides 24, 26 of the sheet, and the creases can all be

Ways extending from the intersected creases to the cor

ridors, the pathWays being con?gured to alloW medical
40

As shoWn in FIG. 8, some embodiments of the line holder
10 can be folded into a looped, or annular, con?guration such

45
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material is in the pleated con?guration, the pathWays are
con?gured to be resiliently deformed to alloW entry of medi
cal lines into the respective corridors.
4. The line holder of claim 2, Wherein When the line holder
resiliently expands from the pleated con?guration With a

and the tracks form annular tracks. These embodiments can

shape Without collapsing. In this con?guration, excess length
in medical lines 12 can be taken up by Wrapping the lines
around the line holder 10 one or more times. In these embodi
ments, medical lines 12 can enter and exit the line holder at
any hole 32 of the tracks 30. Further, individual lines 12 can
occupy multiple tracks 30 and can jump from one track to

another track after each loop around the line holder 10 in
order to take up excess length in the lines. Similar to the

embodiment shoWn in FIG. 7, in these embodiments, at least
some of the intersected creases 22 are folded to a greater 55

extent (i.e., a smaller included angle) than the non-intersected
creases 20 on the inside of the line holder 10. Further, in these
embodiments, each of the creases 20, 22 can have a substan

tially consistent fold angle betWeen the ?rst and second sides
24, 26 of the sheet, and the creases can all be substantially
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parallel to one another.
In some embodiments, the line holder 10 can be steriliZable
and/ or and can be pre-packaged in a sterile condition.
The line holder 10 can be used With a variety of patient

types and With a variety of medical procedures. Some com

mon examples can include: critically ill patients, post-cardiac
surgery patients, patients having had major abdominal sur

lines to be inserted into the corridors, Whereby the line
holder is capable of being folded into a looped con?gu
ration such that the corridors form annular tracks.
2. The line holder of claim 1, Wherein the sheet of material
comprises a resiliently deformable material.
3. The line holder of claim 1, Wherein When the sheet of

that opposing ends 40 of each track 30 are brought together
comprise stiffer material in order to maintain the annular

a plurality of slots in the sheet of material, each slot con
necting a pair of the holes of one of the aligned group of
holes and intersecting one of the creases betWeen the

pair of holes, Wherein When the sheet of material is in the
pleated con?guration the slots are aligned to form path

intersected creases 20 on the bottom of the line holder. Fur

substantially parallel to another.

direction substantially transverse to the creases, each
aligned group of holes comprising one hole in each of
the panels, Wherein When the sheet of material is in the

pleated con?guration each aligned group of holes forms
a corridor through the plurality of panels; and

line 12 over or around an obstacle, such as a patient’s arm or

greater extent (i.e., a smaller included angle) that the non

one another and a compact pleated con?guration in
Which the panels abut one another;
a plurality of aligned groups of holes in the sheet of mate

rial, the aligned groups of holes being arranged along a

free of external compressive forces.
about an axis that parallel to the creases 20. In the example
shoWn in FIG. 7, the line holder is con?gured to route medical

rated by the creases, the creases being foldable in alter

medical line inserted into a corridor, the line holder locks the
medical line into the corridor.
5. The line holder of claim 1, further comprising removable
indicators coupled to the sheet of material, each of the remov
able indicators comprising indicia corresponding to a respec
tive one of the aligned groups of holes.
6. The line holder of claim 5, Wherein the removable indi
cators are color coded With the respective aligned groups of
holes.
7. The line holder of claim 1, Wherein the sheet of material
comprises at least ?ve creases and six panels, and each

aligned group of holes comprises at least three pairs of holes.
8. The line holder of claim 1, Wherein the plurality of
aligned groups of holes comprises at least six aligned groups
65

of holes.
9. The line holder of claim 1, Wherein the sheet of material

is impervious to liquids.
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12
a line holder comprising multiple tracks, each track

10. The line holder of claim 1, wherein the sheet of material

coupled to a respective one of the medical lines at three
or more intermediate points betWeen the origin and the

is coated With a drug or an antimicrobial agent.

11. The line holder of claim 1, Wherein the tWo opposing
side edges of the sheet of material comprise a ?rst side and a
second side, and Wherein the line holder is foldable into a

connection point, each intermediate point correspond
ing to a different opening in the line holder, such that the

curved con?guration With the panels compressed together to

medical lines are held substantially parallel to one

a ?rst extent on the ?rst side of the sheet and With the panels
compressed together to a lesser extent on the second side of
the sheet.

a plurality of tabs that are color-coded With respective

another betWeen the intermediate points; and

tracks of the line holder, the tabs being removable from
the line holder and attachable to the medical lines that
are coupled to the tracks of the same color Wherein the
line holder is foldable to a pleated con?guration for

12. The line holder of claim 1, Wherein the line holder is
foldable into an arched con?guration With the intersected
creases being folded to a greater extent that the other creases.

insertion and removal of the medical lines, and expand

13. The line holder of claim 12, Wherein the line holder is
foldable into a loop, such that excess medical line length can

able to a locked con?guration Wherein each of the medi

be taken up by Wrapping it around the line holder.
14. The line holder of claim 1, further comprising at least
tWo medical lines inserted into the corridors, Wherein the
medical lines comprise both ?uid lines and electrical lines.
15. A system for organiZing medical lines for a patient,

holder, each engagement portion comprising tWo open

comprising:
a plurality of medical lines, each having an origin end aWay
from the patient and a connection point at the patient;

cal lines is mechanically held by the line holder at three
or more spaced apart engagement portions of the line
ings connected by a slot that is narroWer than the open

ings, Whereby the line holder is capable of being folded
20

into a looped con?guration such that the tracks form
annular tracks.

